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There are three generations of measures aimed at helping the film 

and TV industry:

Incentives in the Audiovisual Industries

• Public subsidies

• Legal obligations on broadcasters to invest in the industry

• Fiscal incentives 



Have two purposes:

• Utilizing money from taxpayers in order to finance production

Fiscal Incentives

• Attracting or keeping shooting in the domestic market with 

proposals to stimulate audiovisual business and promotion of 

the country’s image in foreign markets.



Strengths:

• A large cost line

• A large range of locations

• Cultural elements

• Professionals crews

What can Puerto Rico offer?

• Professionals crews

• Potential local partners

• Tax incentive

Weaknesses:

• The risk of hurricanes. They are not very often but the 
completion bond system give guarantees to producer

• There are some converted warehouses spaces but there is nor 
an professional studio space 



The film production companies earn a transferable tax credit on the 

total eligible production costs:

Tax Incentives: What are they?

• A credit worth 40% of all non-labour payments to Puerto Rican 

residents. 

• Films and TV projects can get 40% tax credit on above- and 

below-the-line local spending.



After taxes, and other costs, producers can expect approximately 

What is it worth?

35% of the money spent in Puerto Rico.



Apply with the film commission and then later to 

How do you apply?

the Puerto Rico treasury for certification



At least 50% of principal photography has to be in Puerto Rico

- or -

Which projects are eligible?

1 million $US paid to Puerto Rican residents

- or -

700.000 $US paid to Puerto Rican crews shooting abroad



The treasury audits, and then certifies a transferable tax credit

When does the money arrive?

• A 50% advance of the credit may be requested after 40% of 

the Puerto Rican budget has been spent



Once the treasury and film commission approve the tax credits, 

local firms sell on those credits to local Puerto Rican tax payers.

Where does the money come from?

local firms sell on those credits to local Puerto Rican tax payers.



There is a cap of 15 million $US per year, but authorities do 

How much money is there?

There is a cap of 15 million $US per year, but authorities do 

have the power to grant credit above that level.



• The incentives were set up in 1999, but did not become well known until 2005, 

when the Film Commission and local industry started to promote it 

internationally.

• The auditing process takes 3 to 4 months in comparison to years in many other 

What are the results?

locations

• 38 million $US was spent on productions in 2008 and even more is expected in 

2009 

• The production Che: Part One,  saw total credit of about 4 million $US

• Two large projects to be shot simultaneously, or up five smaller projects



• The Film Commission was establish in 1980 as an offshoot of the department of 

economic development and commerce.

• The Film Commission works with the Puerto Rico treasury department to 

administer the tax credit.

The Role of the Film Commission

• The tax credit was established by law (Act 362), and will expire at the end of 

2009. Currently the Film Commission works with the government in order to 

extend the government’s commitment for at least 10 years more. 

• Many of Puerto Rico’s tax credits have been eliminated but the ones that have 

been saved are films, tourism and manufacturing.

• The Film Commission has transformed into an agent of promotion the audiovisual 

sector, and in close relation with government financial offices and tourism 

organizations. 



• The Puerto Rico Tourism Company plays a vital part in the island’s film industry.

• The Puerto Rico Tourism Company and the Puerto Rico Film Commission are two 

separate government agencies but they work together in many cases. 

Relationship between Film and Tourism

• Films help get Puerto Rico’s image and name out in the public eye. Films are a 

promotional tool for Puerto Rico

• Aside from the economic benefits of filming, it gains social value when locations 

are recognized a particular place.

• There is a new promotional strategy: From Film to Tourism we can reach a new 

concept: Movie Tourism



The Film Commission is an active (not passive) facilitator of:

• Tax incentives for producers

• Industry stimulation

Film Commission: Key Roles

• Industry stimulation

• Tourism and location image 



The world’s most lucrative tax incentives:

How do Puerto Rican incentives compare?

50% Nova Scotia & Iowa

30%

35%

40%

45% Manitoba & Saskatchewan

Puerto Rico, Michigan 
& Australia

Missouri, New York
& South Africa

Connecticut & 
Cayman Islands



The Puerto Rican model is a good example for other islands in the region 

Recommendations

to follow. Countries such as those in The Caribbean region have the 

necessary elements to implement tax credits and incentives as a strategy 

to develop an audiovisual industry and to encourage tourism growth.
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